NR 63 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1608011559 one luffer crane, height 528ft AMSL, erected at 011904.20N 1035107.30E (bearing 233.3 degrees, distance 3.8nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A0158/15 dated 26/1/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 64 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANES

WIE/1608301559 two luffer cranes, height 396ft AMSL, erected at 011758.38N 1035353.51E (bearing 185 degrees, distance 3.4nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 328/14 dated 1/10/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 65 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANES

WIE/1608311559 three luffer cranes, height 1053ft AMSL, erected at 011638.11N 1035047.03E (bearing 215.7 degrees, distance 5.8nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 375/14 dated 1/12/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 66 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – SADDLE CRANES AND LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1608311559 three saddle cranes and one luffer crane, height 279ft AMSL, erected at 012400.81N 1035415.40E (bearing 1.9 degrees, distance 2.7nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Saddle cranes and luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 376/14 dated 1/12/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 67 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – SADDLE CRANES

WIE/1609011559 five saddle cranes, height 279ft AMSL, erected at 012351.89N 1035416.22E (bearing 24 degrees, distance 2.5nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Saddle cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 377/14 dated 1/12/14 is hereby superseded.)